
The Art of Wine & Chocolate Pairing
Pairing �ne chocolate and wine is a perfect sensory experience.
Each pairing is as unique as a snow�ake with hints of fruit, �oral, 
earthy, nutty or spice; an ideal combination is harmony on the palate.

Fine chocolate, like �ne wine should be approached slowly and 
methodically. Most people know how to taste wine, �rst swirl the 
wine in the glass to allow the bouquet to release. The "nose" will give 
you an idea of what is to come. Next, taste the wine and allow air to 
pass over it to enable the taste buds to sense the �avors.
Take about a minute to register the �nish.

Now for the chocolate - Smell the chocolate; the aroma will give you 
an indication of the �avor pro�le ahead. Listen for a crisp snap as you 
break o� a piece, this indicates a well tempered bar and its freshness.

With a small piece, coat your mouth to hit all your tasting zones - 
sweet, salty, sour and bitter. Take your time and allow it melt. It 
should spread smoothly and evenly, without a hint of graininess.
Once you've enjoyed this bite, make a mental note of the initial and 
middle taste. The long �nish should be clean with no unpleasant 
chemical residue.

Try the chocolate again and slowly sip the wine and see how the 
chocolate draws out the fruity or earthy nuances of the wine and 
creates a whole new appreciation of the wine. A well balanced 
pairing will leave you with an "aha!" moment –– Infusion of �avors 
using all the senses will reveal a fun new way to enjoy these beloved 
pleasures.

Wine... Chocolate... Repeat!
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Cacao are like grapes...
As a �ne wine is born from the vine,

a �ne chocolate
is born from the plantation. 
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Tasting Notes
Appearance     Aroma     Taste     Finish

Fondo Filara Etna Bianco 2012
White wine – DOC Etna
Made with native Carricante and Catarratto grapes grown at 
high altitudes, it has a brilliant straw-yellow colour and intense 
bouquet reminiscent of apple and hawthorn. Incredibly fresh 
taste with mineral notes, along with a peculiar anise finish.
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White chocolate “Askinosie”
Single origin: Philippians
Using 34% cocoa butter extracted from the Trinitario cacao 
bean creating a single-origin white chocolate adding only 
organic cane juice and goat milk.  One of the pioneers in the 
American handcrafted chocolate movement and multiple 
winner at The Fancy Food Shows. Flavor notes: Firm snap, 
rich, buttery sweetness.
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Fondo Filara Frappato 2012
Red wine – DOC Sicilia
Created from an ancient grape variety typical of southeastern 
Sicily, this wine is distinctive for its pleasantly fragrant bouquet 
of fresh red fruits, raspberries and blueberries, while its taste 
is both lively and soft.
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60% cacao “Grenada Chocolate Co.”
Single origin: Grenada
Small-scale producer making single-batch chocolate where it 
grows. Living in Grenada’s pristine rain forest and using solar 
and wind energy to create award-winning bars at its source. 
Flavor notes: Semi-dark bar with raisin, fig and spice notes 
giving way to a staged melt. 
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Fondo Filara Etna Rosso 2012
Red wine – DOC Etna
Made with Nerello Mascalese and Nerello Cappuccio grapes 
grown at high altitudes on the slopes of Mt Etna, this wine has 
an intense bouquet with elegant hints of wild red fruit, spices 
and liquorice. A dry, robust and lingering flavor with a pleasant 
balsamic finish.
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Dark milk (56% cacao) fleur de sel “Fruition” 
Single origin: Peru
The only handcrafted bar from NY State, roasting and stone 
grind organic beans in micro batches. The owner and barsmith 
was an apprentice under Jacques Torres and a graduate of 
the CIA in Hyde Park. Flavor notes: Fast & friendly succession 
of chocolate, fruit, and fleury de sel before settling into a milk 
caramel roll. 
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Fondo Filara Cerasuolo di Vittoria 
Classico 2009
Red wine – DOCG Cerasuolo di Vittoria
Powerful Nero d’Avola grapes and refreshing Frappato grapes 
come together to create this wine made in strict accordance 
with special production rules. With a cherry-red colour and rich 
aromatic profile featuring hints of red fruit, this wine has a 
warm, full-bodied and smooth taste.
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70% cacao blend “Amedei”
Tuscany, Italy
Cecilia Tessieri from Pontedera, not far from Pisa is one of the 
few women bean to bar makers creating European fine 
chocolates in the style of the fine wines of the region.
Flavor notes: Blend of three varieties offer a delicate balance 
of acidity and bitterness, plum and balsamic overtones.
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Sosta Tre Santi Nero d’Avola 2008
Red wine – IGT Sicilia
Sosta Tre Santi was created from a blend of Nero d’Avola and 
a small percentage of Syrah grapes. The careful selection of 
the grapes in the vineyard and in the winery, the slow macera-
tion, and the long refinement process make for a red wine that 
is full-bodied and structured, with a rich and irrepressible 
aromatic heart, which surprises wine lovers with intense 
emotions to be cherished over time.
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72% cacao with dried black mission figs 
“Dick Taylor Craft Chocolate”
Single origin: Madagascar
New American chocolate maker from San Francisco, importing 
Fair Trade organic cacao beans and add only organic cane 
sugar to capture the pure subtle flavor nuances of the 
Madagascar terrior that’s known for its distinct acidic and fruity 
notes. Flavor notes: Raisin and cherry with a toast finish in the 
Madagascar blend with the dark inky flavor of the figs.
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